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Problematic web search query completion suggestions—perceived as biased, offensive, or in some other way
harmful—can reinforce existing stereotypes and misbeliefs, and even nudge users towards undesirable patterns
of behavior. Locating such suggestions is difficult, not only due to the long-tailed nature of web search, but
also due to differences in how people assess potential harms. Grounding our study in web search query logs,
we explore when system-provided suggestions might be perceived as problematic through a series of crowdexperiments where we systematically manipulate: the search query fragments provided by users, possible
user search intents, and the list of query completion suggestions. To examine why query suggestions might
be perceived as problematic, we contrast them to an inventory of known types of problematic suggestions.
We report our observations around differences in the prevalence of a) suggestions that are problematic on
their own versus b) suggestions that are problematic for the query fragment provided by a user, for both
common informational needs and in the presence of web search voids—topics searched by few to no users. Our
experiments surface a rich array of scenarios where suggestions are considered problematic, including due
to the context in which they were surfaced. Compounded by the elusive nature of many such scenarios, the
prevalence of suggestions perceived as problematic only for certain user inputs, raises concerns about blind
spots due to data annotation practices that may lead to some types of problematic suggestions being overlooked.
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1

INTRODUCTION

There are many scenarios across computational media where assistive writing technologies are
employed to aid users by providing suggestions that anticipate what they will write or do. Such
assistive scenarios include web search query completion suggestions [8, 72] and predictive typing
for email and chat response [5, 41, 70]. Powered by increasingly sophisticated natural language
generation (NLG) models, the suggestion generation systems typically provide users with a small
selection of suggestions. Such suggestions not only save typing effort and speed up repetitive tasks,
but can also improve the quality of users’ writing and that of their task’s outcome—with web query
suggestions also leading to better search results [8]. Though beneficial to users, these features
have been scrutinized as reports of offensive and biased suggestions have emerged. One prominent
example, a campaign run by United Nations’ Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women (UN Women) featured real offensive and demeaning suggestions for search queries about
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Fig. 1. Examples of search query completion suggestions for different query prefixes.

women [85]. Such problematic suggestions can have many pernicious effects, including reinforcing
existing stereotypes and nudging users towards harmful patterns of behavior [36, 71, 85].
Problematic suggestions. Indeed, suggestions surfacing overtly racist or sexist views, or containing profanity or violence, have been extensively discussed in both media and research [12, 15,
16, 30, 31, 36, 43, 87]. However, suggestions can also be problematic in subtle ways, often dependent
not only on the user input (the query prefix) and the provided query completion suggestions (query
suffixes), but also on other contextual factors like the user’s search intent (intended suffix) and
socio-cultural peculiarities. A certain phrase may be bothersome for some group of users, but not
for others. A suggestion such as “. . . is evil” or “. . . is huge” may be acceptable if the user input was
“heinous crime. . . ” or “the universe. . . ,” but likely problematic if it was a person’s name.
Such context dependencies coupled with the long-tailed and open nature of search and writing
tasks, make setting clear boundaries around the space of problematic suggestions impractical. Even
if such boundaries could be drawn, the evolving nature of many contextual cues and the sheer
diversity of factors that lead to suggestions being perceived as problematic still make it difficult to
anticipate and enumerate all problematic scenarios.
Contributions. For system designers, however, a more systematic understanding of when and
why system-provided suggestions might be problematic could help preempt future issues that they do
not yet know to look for. Towards this exploratory goal, we developed a framework to help surface,
identify, and characterize problematic suggestions (§3.1), in terms of both 1) what factors might
lead to their exposure to users and 2) why they could be perceived as problematic by users. Given
the context dependence and elusive nature of many problematic query completion scenarios, in
this work we cast a wide net for what constitutes problematic suggestions (§3.2).
To conduct our study in the realm of web search, we based our investigation on query log samples
from a large commercial search engine. Then, through a mixed-methods approach (§3.1) blending
heuristics for query data sampling (§4.1) and synthetic query suggestion generation (§4.2) with
crowd experiments (§5) and exploratory data analysis (§6), we examined when problematic scenarios
arise. To further understand why suggestions are deemed problematic, we contrasted observed
scenarios with a multi-dimensional inventory of known categories of problematic suggestions (§3.2).
Results overview: Overall, our results suggest a rich array of scenarios where suggestions are
perceived as problematic, blind spots due to data annotation practices, and factors that make search
engines more prone to surfacing problematic suggestions. Among others, key findings include:
– Accounting for context: Across our experiments, 15% to 47% of problematic suggestions were
flagged as problematic due to the query prefix they were surfaced for (§6.3). This raises concerns
about possible blind spots, as many of these scenarios are likely overlooked when queries are
assessed without making a distinction between the prefix and the suggested completions—the
common practice, e.g., see [20, 30].
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– Search voids: In our experimental samples, we also found rare query prefixes to be up to 3
times more likely to be linked to problematic suffixes, corroborating anecdotal evidence that
search voids—topics searched by only few users [26]—make suggestion engines more prone to
problematic suggestions. Inspecting rare search scenarios could thus help forestall problematic
suggestions before being surfaced to users.
– Characterizing problematic scenarios: More generally, we find query prefixes to have varying
propensities to surface problematic scenarios, and interplays between what is referenced in
suggested queries and why the suggestions are deemed problematic (§6.3–§6.4).
2

BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

We are interested in scenarios where system-provided suggestions for web search query completions
could be perceived as problematic by users, and to investigate factors that may affect the propensity
of observing such scenarios. To design experiments that reflect actual characteristics of suggestion
generation engines and of how users interact with them, we review prior work on query suggestion
generation and query log analysis. Given that query suggestions are typically generated from
behavioral patterns observed in past search logs [35, 47, 77], we also overview work that provides
cues about how past logs can make suggestion engines more prone to surfacing problematic
suggestions, and that can help us catalogue such cases.
2.1

Search Query Completion Suggestions

Whether generated using a machine learning (ML) system or some other algorithm, the selection
of query completion suggestions for a given query prefix often depends on the frequency of query
suffixes in past search logs [4, 8]. We also rely on query frequency in past logs to sample prefixes and
generate synthetic query suggestions for our experiments (§4), to examine the impact of different
distributions of prefix-suffix pairs on surfacing suggestions that are being perceived as problematic.
Prefix attributes. Studies of user interaction with search query completion suggestions found
users most likely to engage with the feature at word boundaries [44, 51]. As a result, in our experiments we consider query prefixes and suffixes at word granularity (§4.2). Mitra et al. [51] also
found users more likely to engage with the suggestions after typing out about half of their query,
while Kharitonov et al. [38] that the longer the prefix the more likely users were to use the suggestions. Eickhoff et al. [21] estimate queries in sessions where users search for procedural knowledge
(i.e., how to do something) or for declarative knowledge (i.e., find out about something) have a mean
length of about 5 terms. These studies informed our query data sampling and processing (§4.2).
Search intent & suffix attributes. Query suggestion engines try to predict the most likely user
intent for a prefix based on the prevalence of prefix-suffix pairs in query logs [47, 77]: e.g., a
common suffix for the "gmail ..." prefix is "... login." Given the long tail of unique queries, though,
most prefixes occur infrequently. Mitra and Craswell [50] describe a strategy to generate synthetic
suggestions for rare query prefixes based on popular suffixes observed in the logs, which we take
inspiration from to generate synthetic suggestions in our experiments. Users engagement with
suggestions also depends on their search intent. Mitra et al. [51] observed a higher probability of
engagement for how-to and navigational queries, hypothesizing this to be due to search engines
being more likely to return relevant suggestions for popular queries. For a given prefix, we also
experiment with different possible search intents to see if they affect how suggestions are perceived.
2.2

Problematic Query Completion Suggestions

Search queries may contain biased [3, 6, 37, 49, 54], racist or violent [22, 64, 76, 87], adult [15],
or defamatory content [12, 16, 68]. Surfacing parts of such queries as completion suggestions to
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users can have negative implications if they offend, promote stereotypes, or even suggest the
companies offering the service condone such views [12, 16, 30, 68]. While modern search engines
are increasingly proficient at identifying unambiguously objectionable suggestions, more context
dependent scenarios remain a challenge. Wang et al. [82] examines how spammers target query
suggestion engines to illicitly promote certain associations, including by exploiting the engines’
reliance on the observed popularity of queries in past logs. Their successful use of NLP techniques
also suggests that manipulated suggestions might exhibit distinctive linguistic patterns. Shokouhi
[72] also shows differences in the popularity of query suffixes across demographics, helpful for
personalizing query suggestions. These suggest variations in how users assess suggestions, which
we account for when aggregating crowd assessments (§5).
Auditing query suggestions. Prior work studied query suggestions by submitting partial queries
to a search engine and collecting the resulting suggestions [10, 53, 67]. Such efforts also focus on
a few types of suggestions that are, e.g., hateful or political, and their analyses are bounded to
suggestions observed when partial queries are submitted. We do not only aim to assess suggestions
that search engines are currently surfacing, being instead interested in broader “what if” scenarios—
examining what factors lead to suggestions being perceived as problematic and when are search engines
prone to surfacing such suggestions. Our experiments thus use logged queries, typically used to
generate suggestions. We do however draw inspiration from these studies when assembling our
inventory of known types of problematic suggestions (§3.2). Other efforts leverage advancements in
ML to identify inappropriate queries [30, 87], but remain limited to a narrow range of issues (§6.3).
Ethical, social, and legal considerations. Due to the sheer volume of data they have to cull
through, search engines like Google or Bing often employ content filtering and moderation strategies
that depend on automation to scale up [9, 25]. These strategies are not error free, being often limited
by the query examples they were trained on. Failing to identify problematic scenarios, however, may
harm not only those issuing a search query, but also the target of the query e.g., when an individual’s
dignity may be compromised by suggestions surfacing false information about them [49]. Miller and
Record [49] argue that certain suggestions should not be surfaced, like those perpetuating damaging
stereotypes about socially disadvantaged groups or those associating negative characteristics
with specific individuals. Legal controversies and liability may arise e.g., when query suggestions
associate offensive or defamatory meanings, or could constitute infringement of intellectual property
rights [36, 64, 75]. Such insights on the social and legal implications of system-provided suggestions
also inform our inventory of known categories of problematic suggestions (§3.2).
3

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We examine how user and query-related factors—like the user-provided query prefix and their
search intent—lead to variations in the prevalence and type of problematic suggestions. To tease
such factors apart, we explore three dimensions of problematic suggestions: 1) context—whether a
suggestion is perceived as problematic in the context of a given query prefix typed by the user, as
opposed to being problematic regardless of the prefix; 2) query content or search topic—what topics
or types of content get mentioned in suggested queries perceived as problematic; and 3) query
target or subject—who or what is referenced in such queries. To capture these dimensions, our
experiments and exploratory data analysis are guided by the following set of assumptions:
– User input: The query prefix typed by users in a search engine is a key factor in surfacing suggestions
that are likely to be perceived as problematic. In fact, we further conjecture that there are certain
classes of prefixes for which the suggestions are more likely to be problematic. For example, a
prefix like girls should ... or abortion is ... might be more prone to problematic suggestions.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our experimental framework.

– Search intent: Knowing what a user wants to search for plays a minor role in the perception of
suggestions as problematic by third-party judges. In other words, even if users have some "dubious"
search intents—e.g., suggestions could be both problematic and useful at the same time—the
suggestions might still be perceived as problematic, and thus should remain neutral.
– Search voids: Rare search query completion scenarios are more likely to expose users to problematic
suggestions. Low frequency queries are more susceptible to manipulation by adversaries, and are
more frequently associated with lower quality data [26].
– Content properties: Who or what is referenced in suggested queries is likely to be associated to
specific types of problematic suggestions. Anecdotally, we know that stereotypical statements
are likely to be about groups, while suggestions are more likely to be controversial due to the
prefixes they are paired with. We expect to observe such intersections in our query data.
We believe these assumptions capture key aspects for tackling problematic query suggestions:
Can we estimate the likelihood of a suggestion being perceived as problematic based on what the
user typed? Are there suggestions more likely to be deemed problematic on their on, and thus
should never be surfaced? Are certain types of problematic suggestions more likely to mention
particular types of targets? If, e.g, the prefix plays a key role in how the suggestions are perceived,
an initial decision on whether to trigger the query suggestion feature could be based on the prefix.
3.1

Experimental Framework Overview

Examining problematic query suggestions requires comprehensive collections of search scenarios
where such suggestions might be surfaced. Thus, a first challenge is how to sample search scenarios
in a way that it both surfaces sufficient examples of known types of problematic suggestions and
casts a wide net to support further exploration of the problem space. To probe how various factors
may lead to problematic suggestions, a second challenge is how to systematically manipulate them.
Depicted in Figure 2, our study consists of five high-level steps:
Step 0: We determine a set of dimensions (and corresponding categories) to characterize problematic suggestions: context, content, and target (§3.2).
Step 1: We sample search queries from a large commercial search engine through a mix of random
and keyword based sampling strategies that are grounded in our content and target typologies (step 0), in order to ensure sufficient support for known categories (§4.1).
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Step 2: We generate synthetic data for our crowdsourcing experiments by sub-sampling prefixes,
suffixes, and possible search intents from our initial search query samples (step 1), while controlling
for factors such as the frequency of the prefix, suffix, and intent (§4.2).
Step 3: We deploy crowd experiments that elicit assessments of whether a suggestion is perceived
as problematic, while systematically manipulating the prefix, suggestions, and search intent (§5.2).
Step 4: We map suggestions identified as problematic to categories from our content and target
typologies (step 0) through additional crowdsourcing tasks (§5.3).
Step 5: We analyze dependencies between the perceptions of problematic and the commonality of
search scenarios, their content and target, and contextual cues, among other factors (§6).
3.2

Problematic Query Suggestions: Definition & Dimensions

To study problematic suggestions, one has to first define what suggestions may be problematic.
Given the exploratory purpose of our study, here we aim to cast a wide net and not be too prescriptive
about what may or may not constitute a problematic suggestion.
Defining “problematic” suggestions. We use an inclusive working definition that incorporates
a wide range of problematic suggestions mentioned in prior work e.g., [12, 15, 22, 64, 76, 87], and
broadly consider problematic any suggestion that may be unexpectedly offensive, discriminatory,
biased, or embarrassing, or may promote deceit, misinformation or content that is in some other
way harmful (including adult or suicidal content). Such suggestions may reinforce stereotypes, or
nudge users towards harmful or questionable patterns of behaviour. Third parties may also try to
manipulate the suggestions to promote, for instance, a business or a website [82].
As with other latent constructs, even with this definition drawing a clear delineation between
problematic and non-problematic cases may not be possible. To further ground our exploration, we
assemble operationalizing typologies for each dimension we consider: context, content, and target.
D1. Problematic in context. While a query completion suggestion aims to capture a valid search
intent and match the text a user started to type (query prefix), the same completion might be
suggested to multiple query prefixes. While the prefix may influence how problematic a certain
suggestion is perceived to be, some suggestions might be perceived as problematic for any query
prefix. We thus distinguish between suggestions that are 1) problematic regardless of what the
user typed (or on their own), and those that are 2) problematic given what the user typed.
To catalogue suggestions along the content and target dimensions, we turned to prior work on
generating query suggestions [50, 63, 72], auditing suggestion engines [53, 66, 67], identifying
problematic suggestions (e.g., offensive, partisan, adult [6, 15]), and examining their implications
(e.g., discriminatory, defamatory, illicit [64, 71, 85]); including in-depth media articles covering
anecdotes and issues with search query suggestions [24, 43, 81]. Then, following common practices
in thematic analysis [1, 7, 61], we iteratively merged related concepts mentioned across the various
threads of literature in a bottom-up fashion. To obtain manageable coding schemes—suitable for
crowd annotations (§5)—we constructed coarse-grained categorizations that cover categories likely
to be well represented in the data. We gather the remaining concepts into “catch-all” categories,
further allowing us to also capture cases that might have been overlooked by prior work.
D2. Types of problematic suggestions. When users assess whether a suggestion is appropriate,
the textual content and topic of the resulting query is often the most salient, providing cues
on why suggestions might be perceived as problematic: are they offensive? do they reinforce
stereotypes? could they nudge users towards harmful behavior? The resulting content typology
(described in a greater level of detail in Table 5 in Appendix) includes the following categories:
– Harmful speech: might be construed as offensive or hateful (including promoting violence,
intimidating, or reflecting derogatory attitudes towards individuals or groups).
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– Potentially illicit: might be construed as condoning or constituting illicit speech (such as
infringing on intellectual property) or as nudging users towards illicit activities.
– Controversy, misinformation, & manipulation: might be perceived as controversial or misleading,
as nudging users towards conspiracy theories, or as manipulated to promote certain content.
– Stereotypes and bias: might be perceived as discriminatory towards certain groups (including
racist, sexist, homophobic), or as endorsing certain ideological views.
– Adult content: contains racy terms, can nudge users towards pornographic or obscene content.
– Other types of problematic content: might be perceived as problematic on other grounds,
including due to promoting animal cruelty or suicidal content, triggering memories of traumatic
events, or relates to sensitive or emotionally charged topics.
D3. Targets of problematic suggestions. A typical building block in systems that support users
in their search tasks is the recognition of entities like people or companies [33]. In fact, prior
work has largely focused on problematic suggestions referencing entities [36, 54, 64], such
as surfacing negative associations about individuals and companies, or reinforcing racial or
gender stereotypes. We conjecture that suggested queries that reference certain entities—or more
generally targets [62, 63]—may be more likely to be problematic. For example, hateful content is
rather about groups or individuals than about say plants [23, 56, 85]. Our working typology of
targets (detailed in Table 4 in Appendix), includes the following categories of targets:
– Individuals: the subject of the query is a public or private individual.
– Groups: the subject of the query is a group of individuals that share at least one characteristic
(such as race, gender, age, occupation, appearance, disability, or country of origin).
– Businesses: the subject of the query is a specific business.
– Organizations: the subject of the query is an organization, institution, or agency, which can be
governmental or non-governmental (but not a specific business).
– Animals and objects: the subject of the query is an animal, group of animals, or can be construed
as an object or a group of objects.
– Activities and ideas: the subject of the query is a specific activity, action, or idea.
– Other possible targets: the subject of the query does not fit any other category.
4

DATA COLLECTION & GENERATION

Our data collection is shaped by two of our experimental objectives: 1) construct annotated collections of search query completion scenarios—operationalized as <prefix><suffix><intent> triplets—to
help explore the effects of the query prefix, the user intent, or the query suggestion list on how
suggestions are perceived; and 2) assess the prevalence and interplay of various types of problematic
suggestions across the three dimensions of interest: context, content, and target (§3). There are,
however, several practical challenges including: How many and what type of search scenarios
(queries) to include in our experiments (and thus in these collections)? How to sample relevant
search queries for each of these types? What other factors we should and could consider?
We adopt a two-stage approach to generate synthetic search query completion scenarios for our
experiments: first, we sample candidate queries from a large corpus of search queries (§4.1), and
then we sub-sample query prefixes, suffixes, and possible search intents from these queries (§4.2).
4.1

Sampling Search Scenarios

Past empirical evidence suggests that problematic suggestions may exhibit distinctive linguistic
patterns [10, 82] and some search topics may be more prone to surfacing problematic suggestions [26,
53]. Our query sampling is thus centered on a key assumption: queries containing certain keyphrases have varying propensities of being seen as problematic. To vary the likelihood of surfacing
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problematic queries, we employ different heuristics to select key-phrases to match on search queries.
To examine a wide range of suggestions, including across all scenarios covered by our typologies
of problematic suggestions, we need to surface sufficient search scenarios for each type.
Query sampling. Thus, to also ensure enough variation in the type of problematic scenarios we
are likely to observe, we exhaustively grounded our query samples in the (sub)category covered
by our typology (see Table 4 and 5). The sets of key-phrases were assembled following standard
practices in keyword-centered data collections [10, 28, 58], including phrases used in [10, 16] or
specific to topics and categories mentioned in prior work (e.g., from lists of swear words [40], lists
of lawmakers [89], or nationalities [69]), example phrases mentioned in the media [15, 24, 43], and
ad campaigns [80, 85], among others. To allow matching on slight lexical and syntactic variations
of each phrase (e.g., verb forms, plurals, different orders), we used these sets to define regular
expressions while restricting the matching such that the phrases were included in full (or in part for
longer phrases) in the query prefix. This also means that our samples are shaped by the limitations
to keywords-based data collection [27, 57, 79]. The resulting samples, including a baseline, are:
1. Likely problematic – queries that are more likely to be problematic than a random query. We
sampled these queries using both problematic key-phrases (e.g., swear words, racy terms) and
key-phrases related to a range of sensitive and vexing topics such as controversial (e.g., abor
tion [10, 55]), misinformation (e.g., climate change [55], vaccination [17, 86]), and hate speech (e.g.,
antisemitism [24], racism [22]), among others. To uncover a diversity of problematic scenarios, we
assembled separate sets of key-phrases for each lower-level category in our content typology—see
in Table 5 the (sub)categories along definitions and additional query and key-phrase examples.
2. Contains a target – queries concerning specific subjects or targets, such as those belonging to
our categories of targets (§3.2, also listed in Table 4). To locate queries referencing a diversity
of targets, we used phrases or names used to describe various types of targets. For instance,
for individuals we searched for names of well known politicians (e.g., Barack Obama, Donald Trump),
artists (e.g., Lady Gaga), scientists (e.g., Jane Goodall), and a variety of public figures (e.g., Elon
Musk, Bill Gates); for groups we searched for terms or phrases used to refer to groups defined
by gender (e.g., girls, guys), religion (e.g., Muslims, Christians), age (e.g., young people), occupation
(e.g., scientists); and so on.
3. Likely neutral – queries with neutral prefixes that are expected to have a lower propensity of
being problematic, as the prefixes do not relate to any sensitive or problematic topic. Following
prior work [10, 62, 63], for this sample we used neutral key-phrases such as expressions indicating
the user is explicitly asking a question or expressing an intent to do something. Specifically, we
searched for queries starting with a question, including wh-questions, how, should, could, would
(e.g., could I try [swimming], why do girls [hate math]), or by expressing intent, including patterns
like intend|will|hope|expect to (e.g., I intend to [harm myself], I hope to [kill my cat]).
4. Baseline sample – queries satisfying a frequency threshold. Since the other samples may overlap
with this base sample, to minimize the overlap in frequent queries among samples, for the base
sample we also used query data from an additional 1-week period (from a different month).
We drew these samples from a large corpus of anonymized search queries from a major search
engine (www.bing.com)—covering the entire month of February 2019—and extracted queries
matching the key-phrases we selected for each sample. We restricted our samples to queries issued
at least 5 times (15 for the base sample) during the observation period, and containing between 4 to
20 query terms—ensuring we can surface at least 1 term as suggestion and avoid suggestions that
are too long. The resulting samples total over 20 million unique queries that were issued about 4
billion times by the search engine’s users. Table 1 shows basic statistics for each of our samples.
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Table 1. Dataset figures, including the number and frequency of queries, as well as their experimental viability.

Problematic
Target
Neutral
Baseline

Unique
queries

Total
frequency

Candidate
prefixes

Viable
prefixes

Period

1.4M
6M
2.9M

46.6M
395.6M
75.3M

0.45M
1.7M
0.39M

606
2,823
3,351

02/2019
02/2019
02/2019

19.3M

3,436M

2.75M

3,423

02-03/2019

1e+06

(a) Summary statistics for each query sample. All prefixes
are set to 3 terms, and experimentally viable prefixes have
at least 45 unique suffixes in our samples.

4.2

prefix frequency

Sample
Type

1e+05
1e+04

8334
1384

1e+03

1659

1272

1e+02
baseline

neutral

problematic

target

(b) Prefix frequency distribution. Horizontal lines
indicate the median frequency.

Generating Synthetic Search Completion Suggestion Scenarios

Illustrated in Figure 1, as users type the prefix of their query (informed by their search intent),
search engines often make completion suggestions. Given that it is often not evident to users, the
perception of these suggestions as problematic is expected to be agnostic to the mechanism used to
generate them (e.g., based on popularity or other factors). For experimental purposes and without
loss of generality, we assume that the suggestion engine relies on a corpus of past queries and their
frequency to decide which query suffixes to select as candidate suggestions for a prefix [8, 50, 72].
To deploy crowd experiments where judges assess query completion suggestion scenarios, we
transform our query samples into: 1) sets of distinct prefixes, and 2) lists of candidate suggestions
and 3) user intents (or final queries). Using a factorial design (§5.2), for each prefix we select from
our samples (4 query samples x 3 prefix selection heuristics x 80 prefixes), we test different search
query completion scenarios by systematically varying both the possible search intents (2 query
selection heuristics x 3 possible search intents) and the list of completion suggestions (3 suggestion
lists x 6 completion suggestions x 2 suffix selection heuristics). Overall, we thus experiments with a
total of about 200,000 <prefix><suffix><intent> triplets selected from our 4 query samples.
Prefix selection. Following prior findings that users are more likely to select suggestions at word
boundaries, for longer prefixes, and after they typed about half of their query (e.g., [38, 44, 51]); for
our experiments we only consider prefixes at word granularity as we split queries into prefix-suffix
pairs and fix the prefix length to 3 terms—i.e., half of the highest average query length across our
samples (6.15 terms in the neutral sample). For each prefix, we then extracted the list of available
suffixes in our samples along their frequency. For each query sample we selected 3 sets of 80
prefixes each, according to prefixes’ overall frequencies: 1) common prefixes—most frequent 80
query prefixes in each sample; 2) rare prefixes—least frequent 80 prefixes in each sample; and
3) random prefixes—a random set of 80 prefixes from each sample.
To test different search completion scenarios for a prefix, however, the inventory of candidate
suffixes needs to be sufficiently large. To ensure this, for experimental purposes, we only use
prefixes with over 45 unique suffixes, a threshold defined to ensure both no overlap between the 6
different suggestion lists (detailed below) and larger variations in the frequency of <prefix><suffix>
pairs. Our prefixes are thus selected from a total of 8, 351 viable prefixes across all query samples.
Suggestions & user intent selection. Given a query prefix typed by a user, we assume the search
engine shows 6 different completion suggestions—chosen given that the number of suggestions
shown by major search engines varied over time between four to ten suggestions [47, 66, 67, 76].
Then, for each prefix we selected 6 different suggestion lists by sampling suffixes according to
the frequency of the corresponding prefix-suffix pairs: (1) common suffixes—the 18 (3 suggestion
lists x 6 suggestions) most common query suffixes for each prefix, and (2) rare suffixes—the 18
(3 suggestion lists x 6 suggestions) least common query suffixes for each prefix.
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Similarly, to vary the possible search intents for each prefix, we selected and used the 3 most
(respectively least) common <prefix><suffix> pairs. In our experiments, for each prefix we thus
considered 6 distinct user intents, and for each prefix-intent pair 6 different suggestion lists.
5

CROWDSOURCED ASSESSMENTS

Through a mix of crowd assessment and categorization tasks (§5.1), we elicit input from crowd
judges on 1) which query completion scenarios might be construed as problematic by search engine
users (§5.2) and 2) to categorize such scenarios according to the content and target typologies (§5.3).
5.1

Crowd tasks characteristics

In our crowd experiments, we are interested in judges’ subjective reactions rather than in gathering ground truth assessments. While content filtering policies may (and in some cases should)
diverge from user assessments, to provide more nuance to our analysis we wanted to capture a
range of perceptions that reflects differences in how people assess harms and risks [73, 74]. Thus,
we purposefully avoid being too prescriptive about what makes a query completion suggestion
problematic, and instead encouraged judges to think broadly about what may be perceived as
biased, bothersome, or in some other way offensive by a search engine’s users. Given that we may
expose judges to a variety of problematic suggestions, we obtained IRB approval, and for all our
crowdsourcing tasks we first obtained informed consent from our judges. Conforming to our IRB,
we do not collect any demographic information from our judges.
In all our tasks, along our guiding definition of what may constitute a problematic suggestion (§3.2), the instructions also included a visual diagram highlighting the main elements of a
search query completion scenario and the terminology we used throughout the task (similar to
Figure 1). In addition, in the categorization tasks we also provided judges with detailed category
definitions and several illustrative examples for each category.
Across all our tasks, we employed English speaking judges from North America, recruited
from the Clickworker crowdsourcing platform (www.clickworker.com) via Microsoft’s internal
crowdsourcing tool—known as the Universal Human Relevance System (UHRS) [11, 29]—that allows
easy task design and quality control. We capped the number of assessments per judge between 5%
to 10% of the entire set of HITs per task (higher for the categorization tasks), paying on average
about $15 (USD) per hour. For quality control, we restricted the tasks only to the top 30% judges on
the platform; and to remove any remaining spammers and under-performing judges (and re-judge
corresponding HITs), we used a mix of post-annotation and speed checks along qualification and
spammer verification tasks (as applicable). Judges were paid for all HITs they performed, even
when identified as spammers. In total, 364 trusted judges participated in our tasks.
5.2

Crowd Experiment Design

To manipulate several factors in order to discern their effect on how system provided suggestions
for web search are perceived, we use a 3 (types of prefix samples) x 2 (types of suffix samples) x 2
(types of possible intents samples) factorial-like design [13, 19] to systematically vary the attributes
of (§4.2): the query prefix, the possible search intent, and the query completion suggestions.
In the experimental setting, we showed judges a query prefix typed by a user, a list of six possible
query completion suggestions and a search intent (a real search query starting with the prefix). We
then asked them to separately assess each suggestion for whether it is 1) problematic regardless
of what the user wrote, 2) problematic given what the user wrote, or 3) not problematic. While
we encouraged judges to err on the side of marking suggestions as problematic when in doubt,
we also asked them not to mark as problematic suggestions that are simply different from the
user’s search intent. Judges also answered a couple of questions intended to capture their views
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Table 2. The distribution of crowd assessments aggregated at the <prefix><suffix> pair level. In the top table,
the numbers reflect the distribution of problematic pairs, after the removal of those marked as false positives
or as adult content. In the bottom table, the distribution also contains pairs marked with low confidence as
adult content or as false positives (see text for details).

Problematic
Target
Neutral
Baseline

Problematic
Target
Neutral
Baseline

Harmful

Illicit

Controversy

Stereotypes

Others

15 (5.3%)
10 (5.7%)
13 (7.0%)
8 (6.8%)

27 (9.5%)
15 (8.6%)
23 (12.4%)
20 (16.9%)

73 (25.7%)
40 (23%)
42 (22.7%)
23 (19.5%)

79 (27.8%)
49 (28.2%)
30 (16.2%)
31 (26.3%)

90 (31.7%)
60 (34.5%)
77 (41.6%)
36 (30.5%)

Indiv.

Groups

Business

Org.

Animals/Obj.

Activ.

Others

120 (11.8%)
191 (30.6%)
126 (18.4%)
61 (14.8%)

535 (52.8%)
181 (29.0%)
91 (13.3%)
93 (22.7%)

36 (3.6%)
84 (13.5%)
10 (1.5%)
14 (3.4%)

15 (1.5%)
28 (4.5%)
11 (1.6%)
10 (2.4%)

108 (10.7%)
61 (9.8%)
97 (14.2%)
76 (18.5%)

53 (5.2%)
19 (3.0%)
121 (17.7%)
36 (8.8%)

131 (12.9%)
44 (7.0%)
185 (27.0%)
102 (24.9%)

on system-provided suggestions for web search: 1) Do you think search engines should provide
autocomplete suggestions for the query prefix <prefix>? 2) Do you think search engines should avoid
surfacing problematic suggestions for the query prefix <prefix>? Finally, they were provided with
a free text box where they could leave additional comments on any concerns or thoughts they
wanted to share with us. We collected two assessments for each <prefix><suffix><intent> triplet in
our samples, resulting in a total of about half-million assessments that we overview in §6.1.
5.3

Categorizing Problematic Suggestions

We then annotated the <prefix><suggestion> pairs deemed problematic according to 1) their content
and 2) who or what was mentioned. While in the experimental setting we asked judges to assess
6 suggestions at a time, in the categorization tasks we showed judges a single <prefix> [<suffix>]
pair per HIT, collected between 3 (when all judges agreed) to 5 labels, and kept the majority label.
Types of Problematic Suggestions. To understand why some suggestions are construed as
problematic, we used the categories in our content typology (§3.2) and for each problematic
<prefix><suggestion> pair (§6.1) we asked judges to select the category that best characterizes
the suggested query. In total, for this task we assessed 7,905 problematic <prefix><suffix> pairs
(49.7% from problematic, 22.2% target, 15.4% neutral, and 12.7% baseline), collecting about 32,000
assessments. Across all samples, over 90% of problematic pairs were marked as either adult content
(50%) or as a false positive (41.5%). Though carefully curated to help surface a variety of scenarios,
the prevalence of adult queries in our samples is not surprising, but reflective of past observations
on the pervasiveness of adult queries [34, 52]. These queries were not only prevalent in the likely
problematic sample, but also in the target sample particularly for queries mentioning certain groups
such as women or teens. From the remaining pairs, 263 (34.6%) were labeled as other types of
problematic, 189 (24.8%) as stereotypes and bias, 178 (23.4%) as controversy, 85 (11.2%) as potentially
illicit, and 46 (6%) as harmful speech. The breakdown for each sample is depicted in Table 2.
Targets of Problematic Suggestions. To further understand whether certain types of problematic
suggestions are more likely to be associated with certain types of entities, e.g., person or organization,
we also categorized problematic queries according to who or what was referenced by asking judges
to select the best category from our target typology (§3.2). For this task, we filtered out <pre
fix><suggestion> pairs assessed either as adult content (often referencing groups or individuals) or
as false positives with high agreement (>80%). As a result, we annotated 2,737 <prefix><suffix> pairs
and collected about 11,000 assessments. Out of all pairs, 900 (32.9%) were found to be about groups,
498 (18.2%) about individuals, 462 (16.9%) about other types of targets, 342 (12.5%) about animals
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Table 3. <prefix> [<suffix>] examples from our samples, with some paraphrased for clarity and anonymity.
<prefix> [<suffix>]
what should we [do when we have flu]
how long does [meth stay in your system]
alexandria ocasio cortez [swimsuit]
neil degrasse tyson [arrested]
blue cross blue [shield of ill]
late term abortion [is never necessary]
little girl in [miniskirt]

sample

prefix

suffix

Perceived as . . .

neutral
neutral

rare
rare
not problematic
common common both problematic given and problematic regardless of
the prefix, potentially illicit, and referencing an object
target
common common problematic in context, as biased and stereotypical, and
as referencing an individual
target
common common problematic in context, as controversy, misinformation,
and manipulation, and as referencing an individual
baseline common rare
problematic regardless of the prefix, as a false positive,
and as referencing a business
problem. common rare
problematic given the prefix, controversy, misinformation, and manipulation, and referencing other types of
subjects
problem. rare
common both problematic given and problematic regardless of
the prefix, adult content, and referencing a group

and objects, 229 (8.4%) about activities and ideas, 144 (5.3%) about businesses, and 64 (2.3%) about
organizations. Table 2 contains the breakdown for each sample.
6

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

We begin with a descriptive overview of the query completion scenarios assessments we collected
(§6.1). We then contrast experimental results for rare versus common search scenarios to examine
the possible effects of search voids [26] (§6.2), and explore associations between contextual factors
and the prevalence of problematic scenarios (§6.3). Finally, we look at the interplay between our
content and target typologies to see why some suggestions are deemed problematic (§6.4).
6.1

Crowdsourcing Assessments of Problematic Search Scenarios

Table 3 depicts a selection of crowd annotated <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs, illustrating the samples
these pairs were drawn from, the heuristics used to construct the corresponding query completion
scenarios, and the summary assessments we collected for each of them.
Crowd assessments aggregation and limitations. Given both our interest in capturing a range
of perceptions and the subjective nature of our assessment task (where some judges might perceive
something as problematic while others might not), our goal is not to determine some “ground
truth” value for each <prefix> [<suffix>] pair. Judges may also lack the sensibilities, the cultural
background, the knowledge or the experience to properly assess whether a given suggestion
might be problematic. For instance, correctly assessing a scenario like neil degrasse tyson [arrested]
(flagged only by 2 out of 12 judges) requires knowing this statement is false. Similarly, in the blue
cross blue [shield of ill] scenario some judges might have thought of the abbreviation of Illinois
state, “IL,” instead of the “ill” term that refers to sick or incompetent (and may thus be problematic).
Many scenarios may thus not be salient enough for a majority of judges. Adopting a majority
vote approach—otherwise a standard practice—to aggregating assessments may impose a too strict
condition for what should be construed as problematic and may, as a result, inadvertently leave out
scenarios that might rightly be perceived as inappropriate or harmful by only a minority of judges.
For the remaining of our analysis, we consider a <prefix> [<suffix>] pair problematic if at least one
judge marked it as such—following a reporting model used in applications where user complaint
reports are reviewed irrespective of how many users submit them [14, 48].
While marking something as problematic if anyone flags it as such is prone to false positives,
keeping a majority label is prone to higher false negative rates (and thus to overlooking problematic scenarios). To understand how this choice may affect our observations, Figure 3 shows the
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Fig. 3. Prevalence of problematic <prefix><suffix> pairs. The selection heuristic for prefixes and suffixes
are shown on the X and Y axes, respectively. On the right side, the Y axis label indicates how the crowd
assessments were aggregated to determine which of the <prefix><suffix> pairs were problematic.

prevalence of problematic <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs depending on how the assessments aggregation is done—including a hybrid heuristic (“min two”) requiring two judges to flag a scenario as
problematic in order to mark it as such. Across samples we see a gap of 8% to 20% gap in the
prevalence of problematic scenarios, suggesting that a majority voting approach may overlook
many problematic scenarios. While there are variations in the estimated prevalence, the overall
patterns remain consistent (§6.2).
Problematic scenarios across query samples. We mixed query data sampling (§4.1) and selection (§4.2) heuristics to vary the prevalence and type of problematic scenarios we are likely to
observe. Indeed, we see differences across our various experimental samples, reflected in both the
prevalence and the type of problematic scenarios.
For instance, our likely-problematic sample helped surface almost four times more problematic
<prefix> [<suffix>] pairs (49.9%) than our baseline sample (11.7%). Even the target and neutral
(question or intent queries) samples led to higher rates of problematic suggestions than the baseline
with 20.3% and 14.3%, respectively. There are also variations in the prevalence of different content
and target categories across samples (Table 2). For example, the neutral sample seems to surface
scenarios referencing activities (17.7%) at a higher rate than other samples (3.0%–8.8%); while queries
on illicit activities appear more prevalent among problematic scenarios in the baseline sample
(16.9%, after filtering false positives and adult queries) compared to other samples (8.6%–12.4%).
Exploring the “catch-all” categories. To account for lesser known or infrequent scenarios, we added
a “catch-all” category to both the content and target typologies (§3.2). In our experiments, 263
problematic <prefix><suggestion> pairs for content and 462 for target were categorized as “Other
types,” respectively “Other targets.” For content, these include known topics like animal cruelty
(e.g., how to kill [a bird]) and suicidal thoughts (e.g., what medication can [kill you] or can I just [die
already]), as well as a wider range of sensitive topics like traumatic events (e.g., how to regain [purpose
after bullying]), relationship (e.g., should i tell [my husband i cheated]) and family issues (e.g., when
you don’t [like your adult children]). Similarly, for target, they include mentions of some legislation
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Fig. 4. Mean percentage of problematic suggestions for prefixes at a given rank by frequency (within different
samples and prefix sets) when surfacing common suffixes. The bars depict the standard error of the mean.
Similar trends were observed for rare suffixes.

(e.g., death penalty in [png]), emotions (e.g., when you feel [worthless]), body parts (e.g., images of the
[human body]), or offensive behavior and symbolism (e.g., what is so [wrong with blackface]). Multiple
target scenarios were also marked as “Other targets,” e.g., fox news breaking [hillary crimes].
6.2

Search Voids: Rare vs. Common Query Completion Scenarios

Golebiewski and boyd [26] refer to data or search voids as information needs with little or no relevant
content in a corpus. Anecdotal evidence suggests that problematic search query suggestions are
more likely to be surfaced in the absence of relevant queries in past logs [26, 50]. To explore this
phenomenon, we operationalize data voids as infrequent or rare prefixes and suffixes. Figure 3
illustrates the prevalence of problematic scenarios when combining different heuristics for selecting
prefixes and possible suggestions based on their historical popularity in our log samples. Overall,
in our experiments, when we contrast common and rare prefixes, rare prefixes are more prone to
problematic suggestions, in part due to there being fewer competing queries. When contrasting
common and rare suffixes, overall rare suffixes also appear more likely to be problematic when
surfaced as suggestions.
Problematic@Rank. Figure 4 further shows how the prevalence of problematic <prefix><suffix>
pairs varies for prefixes at a given rank (according to their overall popularity) in different samples.
We see similar trends as the curves for rare prefixes tend to dominate. We do not however remark
any particular trends as a result of the relative rank of prefixes within our samples.
6.3

Problematic in Context

Here we explore associations between contextual factors (broadly construed) and the prevalence
of problematic scenarios. We contrast cases where suggestions are problematic on their own
(e.g., contain racy terms or slurs)—and more likely to be suppressed by current search engines—
with cases where they are problematic due to the query prefix they were suggested for—e.g., the
suggestion teeth is problematic in women with no [teeth], but appropriate for how to whiten [teeth].
Prefixes vary in their propensity to surface problematic suggestions. We start by aggregating crowd assessments at prefix level to examine differences in the prevalence of problematic
suggestions for different prefixes, with judges flagging for some prefixes almost all suggestions from
our samples as problematic (e.g., 70 year old [...] or why are black [...]), while for other prefixes
almost all suggestions were deemed appropriate (e.g., images of the [...] or black churches in [...]).
Figure 5 shows example prefixes with different rates of problematic suggestions in our samples,
while also depicting how some prefixes are not only more susceptible to problematic suggestions,
but they also vary in their susceptibility to surfacing either suggestions that are problematic on
their own or suggestions that are problematic due to the prefix they were paired with.
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Problematic
Target
Neutral
Baseline
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<=15%

Example prefixes
<=50%

<=100%

can a felon
women of color
how to confirm
14 day forecast

how many abortions
alexandria ocasio cortez
should i tell
i just want

women talk about
boy forced to
how many school
very young girls

Fig. 5. Prefix distribution according to the fraction of suffixes seen as problematic given the prefix (x-axis) vs
regardless of the prefix (y-axis). Each data point corresponds to a prefix. The prefixes that fall in the gray
area have a higher or lower prevalence of suffixes being perceived as problematic in context by at least one
judge—with the annotated percentages reflecting the fraction of prefixes in each of the two grayed areas, e.g.,
in our experiments 23.1% of prefixes were more prone to surface suffixes that are problematic on their own,
while 26.9% were more prone to surface suffixes that were flagged as problematic due to the prefix they are
suggested for. These numbers go to 30.1%, respectively 32.1%, when considering only rare suffixes. The table
contains examples of prefixes with different rates of problematic suffixes in our samples. Best seen in color.

Fig. 6. Probability distribution of the prevalence of problematic suffixes when considering or ignoring those
assessed as problematic given the prefix. 𝛿 represents the overall fraction of problematic <prefix> [<suffix>]
pairs that would have been missed if only the suffixes assessed as problematic on their own would have been
considered. 𝜇 is the mean % of problematic suggestions for the prefixes in each sample. Best seen in color.

Many suggestions can be problematic in context. This also raises concerns about potentially
overlooking suggestions that are only contextually problematic at annotation time, if no distinction
is made between the user input (query prefix) and what was suggested (query suffix). In fact, up to
26.1% of problematic <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs in our samples (35.6% for target, 47.7% for neutral,
15.4% for problematic, 29% for baseline) would have been missed if the suggestions were to be
assessed on their own, and a fraction of those could be overlooked even when the assessment is done
at the full query level—common practices when constructing training datasets and computationally
filtering problematic suggestions [30, 45, 87, 88]. Figure 6 contrasts the distribution of the fraction
of problematic suffixes per prefix when considering all scenarios assessed as problematic versus
when considering only those scenarios where suggestions were problematic on their own. For the
latter, we see the distributions are shifted towards lower ranges across all samples, misleadingly
suggesting a significantly lower prevalence of problematic scenarios.
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Fig. 7. The interplay between target and content categories for problematic scenarios. The color intensity
shows the prevalence of content categories for each type of target. The values in the columns sum up to 100%.

The effect of search intent and judge stance on assessments. We also collected assessments
while varying the possible search intents (§4.2), allowing us to examine whether knowing a user
search intent may influence how judges assess query completion suggestions. For all our samples, we
used paired 𝑡-tests to compare how the suggestions were assessed when judges were presented with
either rare or common search intents and found no statistically significant differences (𝑝 > 0.1).
While this suggests that knowing users’ intents may have no impact on how suggestions are
perceived, it may also be confounded by the search intents not being salient or distinct enough.
To examine whether the judges’ views on system-generated suggestions influence their assessments, we also collected self-reports on whether—in the judge’s opinion—search engines
should provide query completion suggestions and whether problematic suggestions should be
suppressed (§5.2). A majority of our judges consistently reported to believe that search engines
should generally provide query completion suggestions (95%)—which we dub pro-suggestions—
while only 49% consistently reported that problematic suggestions should be avoided—dubbed
pro-moderation.1 When checking if the pro-suggestions and pro-moderation judges assess query
completion suggestions differently from the others, we found a relation between pro-moderation
views and problematic judgements (𝜒 2 = 51.8, 𝑝 < 0.01)—who appear to be surprisingly slightly
less likely to assess suggestions as problematic; but no difference for the pro-suggestion judges
(𝜒 2 = 0.007, 𝑝 = 0.93).2
6.4

Query Types and Targets

We observed about 2 times more problematic <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs in our target sample compared
to the baseline sample, suggesting queries containing targets might be more prone to be deemed
problematic when surfaced as suggestions. Anecdotally, we know that queries of certain types or
topics are more likely to be associated with certain types of targets (e.g., hate speech often targets
groups and individuals)—but we do not know if this is generally the case. We examine this by
looking at the interplay between the target and content typologies (§3.2).
Figure 7 shows how in our experiments target categories are more frequently related to particular
types of content in our samples: each ⟨content, target⟩ cell estimates the probability that a problematic <prefix> [<suffix>] pair mentioning a certain target would match a specific content category
across our experimental samples. Individuals are frequently the subject of other types of problematic scenarios (such as relationship issues how to tell [him I cheated] or how to marry [your cousin])
and controversy, misinformation, and manipulation (e.g., what was wrong [with nancy pelosi mouth]
or alexandria ocasio cortez [bankrupt]). Problematic scenarios mentioning groups often reflected
consider a judge to be pro-suggestions if they have never reported to believe that suggestions should not be surfaced,
and pro-moderation if they have always reported that problematic suggestions should be avoided.
2 Note that in our experiments the search completion scenarios were randomized.

1 We
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stereotypes and biased beliefs (e.g., why are black [women so mad] or what a good [wife should do for her
husband]). When businesses and organizations were mentioned, the suggested queries were more
likely about controversy, misinformation, and manipulation (e.g., 23 and me [scam]) and potentially
illicit activities (e.g., microsoft word [torrent download]). Queries referencing animals and objects were
predominantly about potentially illicit activities (e.g., how long does [meth stay in your system]), while
those referencing activities were predominantly categorized as other types of problematic scenarios
(e.g., just want to [die]). Finally, scenarios referencing other types of targets were most often about
controversy, misinformation, and manipulation (e.g., how many abortions [are done at 9 months]) and
other types of problematic (e.g., age of consent [in Thailand]).
7

DISCUSSION

Query suggestion engines aim to assist users in completing their search tasks. While some suggestions exactly match a user search intent, others may be educational or even serendipitous, inspiring
alternative searches and explorations. In fact, users’ behavior may be “subtly influenced by exposure
to query possibilities [they] may not have considered if left to [themselves]” [15]. Problematic
query suggestions can thus have a variety of potentially harmful effects. Our study suggests a wide
range of scenarios where suggestions are problematic, blind spots due to data annotation practices,
and factors that make search engines more prone to surfacing problematic suggestions.
Accounting for Context
Our results show that contextual cues—including how common a query or an informational need
is and what prefix a suggestion was surfaced for—may be associated with varying incidence of
problematic scenarios, and with implications for the designers of both the suggestion engines and
those of the frameworks to identify and suppress problematic cases.
Understanding the idiosyncrasies of search completion scenarios. While we have seen that certain
prefixes are more prone to problematic suggestions than others, we do not know why the resulting
queries appear more frequently in historic logs: do they reflect some prevalent needs or human
nature, or are they the result of attempts to game the system by adversaries (e.g., [81, 82])? While
prefixes like girls [...] or women [...] have millions of possible suffixes, we observed that the
problematic ones tend to show up more frequently in past logs, making them more likely to be
being picked up by suggestion engines relying on log data [8, 50]. For instance, while adult queries
are known to represent a large fraction of web search queries [34, 52] and dominate the search
space for these and other innocuous prefixes—being also more aggressively suppressed by search
providers—we know less about why scenarios like women [should be in the kitchen] also tend to make
it among popular suffixes.
To tease apart how various cues—either used to generate suggestions (e.g., the query prefix)
or that may affect how suggestions are perceived (e.g., the judge stance)—relate to the observed
prevalence of problematic scenarios, we sought to capture properties of the query prefix, suffix,
intent, type and target, as well as the judge stance (§5.2). Yet, for all of these, we only explore a few
(tractable) properties. For instance, for the query prefix we considered several types and popularity
levels—operationalized through different data sampling (§4.1) and selection strategies (§4.2)—while
fixing others like the prefix length. Future work should investigate additional user and informational
cues, e.g., how the length of the prefix relates to the likelihood of surfacing problematic scenarios.
Operationalizing search intent and other user factors. The user intent in particular is hard to measure
in production settings, and hard to operationalize and simulate in offline experiments. Examining
the comments left by some of our judges (§5.2), we see that while some of them hinted at the
search intent when justifying their assessments (e.g., “[u]ser is looking for something related to
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[business] location. The results are okay, but they are mostly about [the business] headquarters”), in
our experiments, knowing the search intent does not appear to affect how judges assessed search
query completion suggestions. However, the effect of running a query is often long lasting, as there
is a correlation among not only the within sessions queries, but also among temporally distant
queries [65]. The broader context within which the user issues a query may also affect how they
assess the provided suggestions, and may thus capture better their search intent than a single query.
Accounting for personalized search suggestions. Problematic suggestions can also affect those issuing
the search query if e.g., their dignity is compromised [49]. This is particularly true if the suggestions
are assumed to be personalized—as additional <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs might be seen as problematic
due to harms that arise from suggesting negative associations with the users themselves. This could
include suggestions related to the interests, looks or the users’ health and well-being. Suggesting
... [bed bugs by yourself] when a user typed how to kill [...] may imply the system deduced the
user has a bed bugs infestation issue. Other examples may include stereotypical or prejudicial
associations like those highlighted by Sweeney [78] for online ads that associate someone’s name
with suggestive ads about arrests. For instance, suggesting ... [my arrest records] when a user typed
how to find [...] may hint the system assumed that such records may exist, as nothing that the user
typed warranted such a suggestion.
Towards Preempting Problematic Suggestions
Research on fairness, accountability, and transparency in computational systems is building an
ever-expanding set of tools for measuring and correcting biases and problematic scenarios that we
know to look for [59]. However, techniques for preempting future issues that may not yet be on
a product teams’ or research community’s radar are not nearly as well developed or understood.
Addressing this gap requires studies like ours that deep dive into specific application areas.
Constructing training datasets of problematic scenarios. When a suggestion engine relies on trained
models, the importance of context in recognizing problematic suggestions indicates that both
modeling and data labeling assumptions need to be carefully selected. For data collection specifically,
our results demonstrates that identifying and showing annotators the prefix and the suffix separately
is necessary—otherwise, without knowing which part of a full query is the prefix and which the
suggestion, the subtlety may be lost. In fact, failing to make this distinction may result in overlooking
an important fraction of problematic <prefix> [<suffix>] pairs—in our experimental samples that
ranged between 15% to 47% (§6.3). Combinations of various elements from our framework can
be leveraged to surface a wider range of problematic scenarios and build more comprehensive
training datasets. For instance, varying and mixing topically or semantically grounded sampling
strategies (like those grounded in our content and target categories §4.1) with behavioral cues (like
the popularity of a search query §4.2) can help manipulate the propensity of observing various
types of problematic scenarios (§6.2–§6.4).
Biases in populations, behaviors, and logs. As in our study, the type of scenarios being surfaced is
bounded by how the experimental or training datasets are sampled and generated, as well as by
the quality of crowd annotations and self-reports [57]. Predictive text applications may also affect
how users formulate their queries [2], and thus the characteristics of the resulting datasets. While
auditing a specific search engine or query completion service was outside the scope of this study,
understanding how representative the problematic scenarios we examined are of those surfaced by
various services could help practitioners further prioritize specific types of problematic suggestions.
We also examined whether the judges’ beliefs and values impact their assessments, observing
that judges who self-reported to favour moderation spotted—to our surprise—less problematic
scenarios. Additional work is needed to explore if this is an artefact of our study design or e.g., if
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judges that appear to favor moderation tend to apply a more narrow definition of what should
be construed as problematic. Understanding whose viewpoints get amplified when certain query
suffixes are presented as suggestions might offer further insights into how to avoid them by
leveraging latent properties of the users issuing those queries. For our study we also only recruited
English speaking crowd judges from North America, and did not collect demographic information.
More diverse crowds may help us identify an even larger range of problematic suggestions, while
more information about our judges may help understand differences in how people assess potential
harms and why some scenarios are salient to only a minority of judges.
Changing the suggestion engines. Although our study assumes a frequency-based model for query
completion, the results provide guidance for the design of alternative models, including those based
on more sophisticated natural language generation (NLG) techniques. Since all these methods
typically rely on training models on historical log data, which may contain an array of problematic
examples (§6), alternative mechanisms that either recognize and deemphasize that content, or that
place more emphasis on less problematic language data sources may be more desirable and should
be considered. Even when data do not contain problematic examples, adversaries can exploit search
or data voids to inject problematic content. Our results indicate that search voids do make the
query suggestion engine more prone to problematic suggestions e.g., even up to 3 times more
prone to surfacing problematic suggestions in the presence of rare query prefixes. Thus, leveraging
rare search scenarios for training purposes may help preempting more problematic scenarios,
particularly in the e.g., anticipation of new events [84]. Alternatively, algorithms should recognize
topics or areas with weak support or low confidence before suggesting a suffix.
Conclusions
Exploratory in nature, our study is the first effort to tease apart some of the factors that may
influence how problematic search query suggestions are perceived to be. Starting with a multidimensional inventory of problematic search suggestions grounded in prior literature, we took a
mixed-methods approach primarily based on integrating a range of query sampling strategies with
crowdsourced experiments and categorization studies. Contrary to assumptions underlying current
data collection and blacklisting protocols for problematic queries, the context in which a suggestion
is being made plays a critical role in whether the suggestion is considered problematic. Collectively,
our findings deepen our understanding of how searchers may be impacted by predictive technology
and how we could preempt problematic scenarios.
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CONTENT AND TARGET TYPOLOGIES
• Table 5 detailing the content typology, including examples and pointers to related work.
• Table 4 detailing the target typology, including examples and pointers to related work.
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Category

Working definitions

Mentions in prior work

Example target (p/s: queries)

Individuals

References to a public or private person, who
may or may not be explicitly named

actors [62, 63], politicians [6,
53, 83], congresspeople, public
figures [16]

ruth ginsburg (p: ruth ginsburg [dead yet])
my dad (s: should I kill [my dad])

Groups

References to a group of individuals that share
at least a common characteristic, such as race,
gender, age, occupation, appearance, disability,
or country of origin

teams [63]; ethnic and
religious group [22, 24];
women
[46];
protected
groups, nationalities [76];
identity groups [3]; latinas,
black, asian girls [54]

muslims (p: muslims try to [conquer
through numbers])
children with adhd (s: how to punish [adhd
child])

Businesses

References to a specific business

companies [16], companies,
universities, newspapers [63];
school [12]

Macy’s (p: macy’s is [scamming shoppers])
CNN (s: should we punish [cnn])
Starbucks (s: should I boycott [starbucks])

Organizations References to an organization, institution
or agency, which can be governmental or
non-governmental (but not a business); or
a group of for-profit organizations if they
are not specifically identified (e.g., news
media instead of CNN, social media instead of
Twitter)

companies [16], companies,
universities, newspapers [63];
school [12]

mainstream media (p: mainstream media is
[destroying america])
UNICEF (p: UNICEF is running [a scam])
travel companies (s: don’t waste money on
[travel companies])

Animals &
objects

References to an animal, a group of animals,
or anything that may be construed as an
object or a group of objects.

flowers, food, cars, drugs [63],
animals [15]

cat (s: how to poison [a cat])
knife (p: how to use a knife [to kill])

Activities &
ideas

References to a specific activity, action, or idea

actions [60]; voting [53]

Other
targets

References to concepts like ideologies, religions, programs, health issues, a situation
someone may find themselves in, or other
types that do not fit other categories

diseases, disorders, medical
treatments [18, 62]; religions [76]; elections [53];
weather phenomena [84]

cutting yourself (p: cutting yourself is
[stupid])
crying (p: crying is [emotional blackmail])
bipolar disorder (p: bipolar disorder is
[fraud])
vaccination (p: vaccination [herd mentality])
science (p: science should [stay out of
faith])

Generic, no
target

There is no identifiable target or subject

...

(what [the heck])
(damn damn [damn])

Table 4. Typology of query targets (with definitions) and their relationship to related aspects mentioned in
prior work. It also contains examples targets (and corresponding queries mentioning them) for each category.
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Category

Working definitions (and sub-categories)

Mentions in prior work

Keywords (p/s: query)

Harmful
speech

Hate speech: suggestions that could be perceived as hateful
or that intend to intimidate or promote violence, against a
group or its members.
Intimidates & promotes violence: suggestions that may steer
users towards acting violently or that aim to intimidate
certain individuals.
Offensive speech: suggestions that dehumanize, insult, or
ridicule, actively seeking to embarrass or harm reputation.
Discriminatory speech: suggestions showing known or existing bias, prejudice, or intolerance, perpetuating, employing
negative stereotypes, or encouraging feelings of fear or
disgust towards a group or individual.
Defamation & derogatory speech: suggestions that defame
someone by suggesting negative associations, including
suggestions of dishonesty or involvement in illicit activities.
Profane language: suggestions including any sort of slurs,
expletives, swear or curse words.

extreme violence, cause
harm to others, rude or
discourteous or exhibiting lack of respect [87];
violence [15]; racism [22];
hate speech, violence related suggestions [76];
negative connotations [64];
antisemitic, sexist and
racist [24]

punch (p: should i punch
[my mother])
hit (s: should women be [hit
by men])
deported (s: arabs should be
[deported])
poison (p: which poison can
kill [an adult fast])

Potentially
illicit

Facilitates illicit activities: suggestions condoning & constituting illicit speech, infringing on intellectual property,
copyright rights or trademark agreements, or that facilitate
or nudge users towards illicit activities.
Privacy breaching: suggestions revealing unwanted details
from someone’s past or anything that may be construed as
sensitive or personal information.
Terrorist or extremist propaganda: suggestions that may steer
or help users find extremist content related to terrorist or
extremist activities like recruiting or sponsoring.
Defamation & derogatory speech: See above.
Child abuse & pornography: suggestions related to child
abuse or child pornography.

related to an activity which
is illegal [87]; defamation [16]; illicit sex [15];
piracy related, personally
identifiable information in
suggestions [76]

heroin (s: trustworthy website to [buy heroin])
fake passports (s: how to get
[fake passports])
beat child (s: how to [beat
my child])

Controversy,
Misinformation,
and
Manipulation

Controversial topics: suggestions that seem to endorse one
side of a known controversial debate.
Misinfo., disinfo. or misleading content: suggestions that
promote information that is factually incorrect, or that
reinforce or nudge users towards conspiracy theories.
Coordinated attacks & suggestions manipulation: suggestions
that occur as a result of attempts to manipulate the search or
suggestions results, such as by promoting certain businesses
or by trying to affect someone’s reputation.

hoax (s: climate change is [a
hoax])
staged (s: 911 was [staged])
vaccines (p: vaccines are
[dangerous])
divorce lawyer (p: divorce
lawyer [nashville LAW_FIRM_NAME])

Stereotypes
& Bias

Ideological bias: suggestions that validate or endorse views
that belong to certain ideological groups, or that promote
stereotypical beliefs about an ideological group.
Systemically biased suggestions: suggestions about certain
topics that are systematically biased towards a group,
reinforcing sensitive associations between the group &
negative attributes or stereotypical beliefs.
Discriminatory speech: See above.
Defamation & derogatory speech: See above.
Offensive speech: See above.

Adult queries

Adult content: suggestions that contain pornography-related
terms or steer users towards pornographic/obscene content.
Child abuse: See above.

Other types

Animal cruelty: suggestions that may steer users towards
information about how to harm animals.
Self-harm and suicidal content: suggestions that may steers
someone towards hurting themselves.
Sensitive topics: suggestions that may trigger memories of
traumatic events or be considered sensitive or emotionally
charged by certain groups due to historic or cultural reasons.

issue-related queries [6];
false information, organized attacks [49]; rumors
and conspiracies [16, 53];
opinionated queries, controversial topics [10, 18];
partisan cues [32]; misinformation [55]; controversies,
manufactured suggestions,
fake queries [76]
gender bias, partisan, politically charged queries [6];
perpetuating stereotypes,
make negative associations
with an individual [49];
politically bias [42, 53, 67];
reinforcing and perpetuating stereotypes [3, 54];
defamatory or libelous
suggestions, harmful or
negative associations [68];
defamation [12]
sex-related
[16];
child
pornography [15]; porn
and
adult-content
related [34, 76]
causing harm to oneself [87]; animal cruelty
[15]; self-harm [39]

refugees (p: refugees are
[taking jobs])
women (p: women need [to
dress modestly])
girl (s: running like [a girl])
black men (p: black men
[are lazy])

naked (p:
[videos])

naked

girls

strangle dog (p&s: how to
strangle [a dog])
hitler (p: hitler is [my god])
hurt myself (s: I want to
[hurt myself])

Table 5. Typology of problematic suggestions (with definitions) and their relation to related aspects mentioned
in prior work. It also contains examples of keywords we used to identify queries likely to belong to these
categories of problematic suggestions, along with example of problematic queries containing these keywords.
Sub-categories repeat (e.g., a query can both contain harmful speech and be potentially illicit).
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